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VME 2017 signals the approach towards Industry 4.0
By Phuong Thu

Over 200 leading brands
from 20 countries will take
part in Vietnam’s most comprehensive annual exhibition
for manufacturing and supporting industries, the Vietnam Manufacturing Expo
2017, taking place in Hanoi
from April 26-28.
Isara Burintramart, managing director of Reed
Tradex – the organiser of the
Vietnam
Manufacturing
Expo (VME) 2017 – said
that this edition of VME will
introduce “Industry 4.0” in a
major way.

It will focus on presenting high-tech applications in
metrology, assembly automation, and more – part of
the 4.0 step forward. Leading industry providers such
as Hexagon, Nikon, Scantech, and Wenzel will show
off their manufacturing intelligence solutions on the
show floor.
“Vietnam’s manufacturing has been moving away
from a traditional portfolio
into higher value-added
products. We have seen
growth and changes in industries we serve through
the past 10 years, and the

changes and the growth will
certainly continue, especially now that we are all
living in the digital age and
moving toward the Industry
4.0 era,” Burintramart said.
He said that Vietnam’s
present manufacturing level
is either at the Industry 2.0
or 3.0 stage, which relies on
low-skilled jobs to drive the
industry.
Due to lack of awareness, demand, skills, infrastructure, or funding the
manufacturing environment
missed earlier technology
waves.
Burintramart does not

believe that this situation
will last though. “There are
many other drivers that will
assist manufacturers in becoming players in the 4.0
era, including human resources. I believe that Vietnam’s human resources are
ready to learn and step into
the 4.0 era,” he said.
And this is the goal of
the content, activities, and
educational programme at
VME 2017, which hope to
inspire and enhance knowledge and networking in the
industry.
Nguyen Van Thu, chairman of VME co-partner, the

Vietnam Association of Mechanical Industry, said, “Industry 4.0 should start with
small and simple steps, but
they need to be implemented
immediately. Most importantly is investing in human
resources, and then manufacturers should boldly innovate their technology.”
Le Khanh Tuong, deputy
director of the Vietnam-Germany Technology Transfer
and
Training
Center,
stressed the importance of
catching up to international
standards. But he also felt
that “a quality management
system with qualified labour

will contribute to improved
productivity, quality, and
product safety, which can
meet the regulations of ordering countries”.
According to Reed
Tradex, VME 2017 will
cover a more comprehensive
range of manufacturing industries, including a forum
on the topic of “new technological applications in manufacturing
mechanical
products”, and the engineering competition Koma
Taisen, in which competing
companies fabricate metal
spintops to send into battle
with one another.n

Banking to get an
E&S rule mandate
By Trang Nguyen

The central bank is gradually
introducing a raft of regulations to enforce laws that require local lenders to
incorporate environmental
and social risk management
into their lending criteria.
As part of an attempt to
promote a greener and more
sustainable economy, the
State Bank of Vietnam’s
(SBV)
Circular
No.39/2016/TT-NHNN, regulating the lending operations at credit institutions
and foreign bank branches –
which took effect on March
15, 2017 – clearly states that
project finance is to be conducted on the basis of negotiation
between
credit
institutions and their clients.
They should be congruent
with lending provisions and
current rules and regulations
on environmental protection.
Economist Nguyen Tri
Hieu, when asked about how
environmental and social
(E&S) risks were managed in
banks’ lending operations,
said that only a few banks
had adopted E&S risk management procedures in project financing.
According to a survey reviewing the current practices
in E&S risk management
among Vietnam-based commercial banks by SBV and
IFC in 2012, one-third of the
54 banks that responded identified a lack of enforcement
of E&S laws as a major constraint to E&S risk management.
“Local banks indicated
that without strong enforce-

ment of E&S regulations and
laws, businesses seem to
avoid setting E&S issues as a
high priority, and it would be
very difficult for banks to
change that behaviour,” the
survey found.
Meanwhile, only 26 per
cent of the local banks reported that they were aware
of best practices and international initiatives on E&S,
such as IFC Performance
Standards or Equator Principles – the risk management
frameworks to determine, assess, and manage environmental and social risks and
impacts in projects. It is
worth knowing that these
lenders were asked to adopt
E&S best practices in lending
operations as a provision of
business co-operation or
strategic partnerships with financial development institutions.
A number of lenders like
VietinBank, BIDV, and Vietcombank are leading the market in complying with E&S
risk management requirements in project finance,
adopting best practices in establishing procedures and
systems for evaluations and
gradually developing green
credit portfolios. The majority of banks are still at the
early phases of drafting internal policies and procedures to
meet SBV’s new requirements for E&S risk management and international best
practices.
“E&S risks should be included in banks’ risk management framework to ensure
clients’ compliance with
lending commitments. It’s

also a growing global tendency to mitigate projects’
negative impacts on the environment and society,” Hieu
said.
In Hieu’s viewpoint, effective implementation of
E&S risk management in
lending will positively impact the national economy’s
sustainable development,
credit institutions, and their
clients. “Should a business
project create harm to the environment, the project owner
will mark a fall in terms of
profit and the lender itself
will face risks in terms of
bad debts, legal ramifications, and a damaged reputation,” he said.
In 2015, SBV successively issued Directive 03
and Decision 1552 to promote green credit growth and
E&S risk management in
project finance.
According to Nguyen
Toan Thang, secretary general of the Vietnam Banks
Association (VNBA), the
policy-level attempts, together with Circular 39, have
shown the concerted efforts
of the Vietnamese government and SBV to boost sustainable growth across the
banking sector.
“I expect that SBV will
take an active role in designing policies and setting sector
priorities in the near future. In
that manner, credit structure
will be shifted towards more
environmentally
friendly
debtors, making greater contributions to green growth,”
Thang said.
“In addition to rules and
enforcement, it also takes

SBV is currently looking at ways to enforce eco-social guidelines at banks

time and effort to raise awareness, build capacity, and create favourable conditions for
banks to make changes in
lending practices,” he added.
Can Van Luc, deputy director of BIDV, said, “We
have recently seen several
winds of change. Some banks
have launched their E&S risk
management systems and
participated in green credit
programmes of international
organisations, such as the
World Bank’s renewable energy programme.”
General director Le Duc
Tho of Hanoi-based VietinBank – a bank with two
strategic foreign partners,
IFC and Bank of Tokyo-Mit-

subishi UFJ (an Equator
bank) – told local press that
the lender has developed a
set of E&S risk management
policies and guidelines in
project finance adhering to
international best practices.
“We take the initiative to
access sources of green financing via local ministries,
international development institutions such as World Bank
Group, Asian Development
Bank, or European Investment Bank, as well as NGOs.
We broadly offer our loans
for energy-saving and seek
appropriate borrowers,” Tho
said.
Yet in order to upscale the
effectiveness, BIDV’s Luc
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stressed the need for a national master programme on
green credit and related
guidelines for specific industries and sectors. He also proposed the creation of baseline
procedures for evaluation
lending. “That will be the
touchstone for implementation by banks,” Luc said.
Hieu, likewise, highlighted that in the near future,
all credit agreements should
include a compulsory provision for protecting the environment and community.
“Banks will have a monitoring role. If enterprises don’t
fully comply with agreements, relevant sanctions
should be applied,” he said.n

